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There are multiple qualities that I possess that help me live my best life. One quality that I

have is my friends, I spend a lot of time with them and they help me with many things. They help

me maintain my happiness and they always know how to put me in a good mood. I really wish

everyone had friends like I do. They always help me push myself to my best abilities and I would

do the same for them. Another quality in my life is my family. My family helps me get all my

work done, be healthy, and strive for greatness always. Family has been a big part of my life

since I was a little kid. I’ve always loved and looked up to my parents ever since I was born. My

brother is another very big part in my life, he is like my little sidekick. I always look out for him,

he is a great person to live and have a lot of success with. I do have a lot of family outside of my

house also. I have aunts and uncles on my mom and dad's side who’s also trying to help me. My

godparents are my dad's sister and my mom's brother. They both would always take me places

when I was a little kid. I really am grateful for them, my aunt would always take me to the city to

visit a bunch of different stores and places in NYC. Most importantly, I am most grateful for my

grandparents. I have always lived a couple houses down from them but I always considered their

house like home to me. My grandma would always get me whatever I wanted when I was a little

boy. No matter how much trouble I was in, she would always back me up and say I wasn’t

wrong. It was my parents biggest pet peeve about me and my grandma's relationship. She really

treated me like I was the favorite of the entire family, but I believe that because I was the first

grandson she had.  Another bug quality that I have is the sport of basketball. I’m so grateful for



the sport because it just helps me clear all my stress, forget everything and just play.  Whenever I

am bored or have nothing to do, I would just play basketball. I enjoy getting in shape for

basketball and running all around at practice. Basketball keeps me locked in and shows how you

can keep pushing and pushing yourself. Basketball also has a great factor to it, which is having

teammates. Teammates are also another great reason why I love the sport. Teammates help you

strive harder and harder to win and grind and become a better version of you, that’s the

teammates that I am grateful for. I really hope you know everyone has their own and different

qualities that they are grateful for, and that’s how everyone lives their best lives.


